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INTRODUCTION 
The theory of ideals in a commutative ring with identity forms 
a significant portion of the theory of such rings. Formally the 
theory of ideals is developed using the definitions and the properties 
of rings. A particularly elegant development of ideal theory uses 
the concept of valuations. In Chapter III, it is shwwn how the 
theory of ideals can he expressed in terms of valuation properties. 
In order to consider this valuation approach to ideal theory, 
Chapter II is devoted to a brief development of the definitions and 
results of valuation theory which are used in Chapter III. The theory 
of valuations is developed using the concept of a place of a field. 
It is shown that there exists a 1-1 correspondence between places of 
a field and equivalent classes of valuations. Because of this, the 
terms "valuation" and "place" are sometimes substituted for each 
other, but the meaning remains clear from the context. Also it is 
shown that there is a correspondence between valuations and prime 
ideals. Hence these terms are also interchanged at times. 
The material in Chapters II and III requires some knowledge of 
abstract algebra. To facilitate ones reading of Chapters II and III, 
Chapter I has been written so as to present the necessary algebraic 
definitions and basic results used in the later chapters. These 
results will not be proven. A complete discussion of all of these 
results can be found in any abstract algebra text. 
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The symbols used are standard notation. The relations of sets, 
elements of sets, etc., are all denoted by standard notation. All 
other notation will be defined as it appears. 
CHAPTER I 
ALGEBRAIC DEFINITIONS AND PROPERTIES 
A semigroup is a set and an associative binary operation. A 
semigroup S has an identity e if for every x e S, ex » xe » x. 
A group G is a semigroup with an identity e such that for every 
-1 -1 -1 x e G, there exists x e G such that xx « x x «* e. If for every 
a,b e G, ab •» ba, G is said to be commutative. 
A group G in which every element can be expressed as the 
power of some element is called cyclic. For a e G, the smallest 
integer n such that aa «• e is called the order of the element a. 
The integers under addition form a group. The rationals (to) 
under multiplication form a group. 
A nonempty subset H of a group G is a group if H contains the 
identity and is closed under the operation. If H is a subgroup of G 
and a is an element of G, then the set aH • {ah | h e H} is called 
a right coset. The set Ha * { ha | h c H} is a left coset. If G 
is commutative, these sets are equivalent. A subgroup is invariant 
if and only if the right coset determined by any element coincides 
with the left coset determined by this element. Therefore there is 
only one coset decomposition of G for an invariant subgroup H. 
If H is invariant, then <xH)(y|() - xHyH « xyHH «* xyH. 
Hence the set of cosets is closed under the group operation. The 
collection of cosets, denoted G/H, and the group operation of G 
form a group. This set G/H is called the factor group of G relative 
to H. 
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A mapping of a group G into a group G' is called a 
homomorphism if the following property holds: for every x,v e G, 
f(xy) - f(x)f(y). 
If f is a homomorphism of G onto G', then G' is called a homomorphic 
image of G. If f is 1-1 and onto, then f is an isomorphism of G 
onto G', 
The homomorphism of G onto its factor group G/H which maps a e G 
onto aH is called the natural homomorphism. 
The set of all elements in G such that a homomorphism maps them 
onto the identity of G* is called the kernel of the homomorphism. 
The mapping is an isomorphism if and only if the kernel contains only 
the identity of G. 
A ring R is a set and two binary operations called addition 
and multiplication such that 
i) R under addition is a commutative group 
ii) R under multiplication is a semigroup 
iii) The distributive laws 
a(b + c) * ab 4- ac 
(b + c)a » ba + ca 
hold. 
A ring is said to be commutative if the multiplicative semigroup is 
commutative. R is said to have an identity if its multiplicative 
semigroup has an identity. 
Examples of rings are the rational numbers and the real numbers. 
A ring is called an integral domain if it contains no proper 
divisors of zero. A ring is a division ring if it contains more than 
one element and the nonzero elements form a group under multiplication. 
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A division ring in which the multiplicative group is commutative is 
a field. 
Let F be a field. Suppose that 1 is the multiplicative identity, 
and 0 is the additive identity. Then the smallest natural number m 
such that ml = 0 is called the characteristic of F. If no such 
Integer exists, then F is said to have characteristic zero. All fields 
of characteristic zero contain the integers and hence the rational 
numbers. If the characteristic m ̂  0, them m is a prime. 
Consider the set ofaall polynomials in an indeterminant x with 
coefficients from a field F. The set of such polynomials F[x] is a 
ring. An element which satisfies a polynomial in F[x] is said to 
he algebraic over F. If for some element, there does not exist a 
polynomial in Ffx] which it satisfies, then this element is said to 
transcendental. 
A homomorphism of a ring R into a ring R' is a mapping f of R 
into R' such that for every a,b e E 
f(a + b) • f(a) + f(b) 
f(ab) « f(a)f(b). 
If f is 1-1 and onto, it is called an isomorphism. 
A ring R is said to be imbedded in a ring B if E contains a 
subring R' isomorphic to K. The ring E' is called an extension of R. 
Similarly a field K is an extension of a field k. 
Let K be a given extension field of k, and let S be any set of 
elements in K. There are fields which include k arid S. Hie 
intersection k(S) of all such fields is a field. k(S) is said to 
obtained from k by the adjunction of the set G. Extensions by the 
adjunction of a single element are called simple field extensions. 
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Let F be a field, and V a nonempty set on which there is defined 
an operation of addition. The elements of F and of V may be called 
scalars and vectors, respectively. Assume that there is defined on V 
a scalar multiplication by elements of F. The set V is then called 
a vector space over the field F if the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
i) V is an abelian group with respect to addition 
ii) a(X + Y) « aX + aY for a e F, X,Y e V. 
iii) (a + b)X - aX + bY for a,b e F, X e V. 
iv) a(bX) « (ab)X, for a,b c F, X e V. 
v) IX • X where 1 is the identity of F. 
A set x ,̂ X2,. . ., x̂  of vectors of a vector space V is said 
to be linearly dependent if there exist elements â , a2»« . ., â  
of F, not all zero, such that a.x. + a„x_ + . . . + a x - 0 . x x jl / n n 
If the set is not linearly dependent, it is said to be linearly 
independent. A set of vectors of a vector space form a basis of the 
space if the vectors are linearly independent, and if every other 
vector of the space can be expressed as a linear combination of these 
elements. A vector space V is said to have dimension n if V has a 
vector basis consisting of n elements, 
An extension field K of a field k is called a finite extension 
if the vector dimension of K over k is finite. 
Let R be a ring. A nonempty set A of R is called a right ideal 
if 
i) a e A and b e A implies (a - b) e A (module property) 
ii) a e A implies ar e A for any r e R. 
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Similarly a left ideal L is a nonempty subset of R with the module 
property and such that a e L implies ra e L for any r e R. Finally 
a set A is a two-sided ideal, or an ideal, if A is both a left ideal 
and a right ideal. If R is commutative, then these types of ideals 
coincide. Since this thesis considers only commutative rings with 
Identity, we will speak only of ideals. 
In every ring R, the set consisting of only the zero forms 
an ideal, called the zero ideal. The ring R forms an ideal, and it 
is called the unit ideal. 
If in an ideal, every element is of the form ra + na where 
r c R, n is an integer, and a is in the ideal, then the ideal is 
said to be generated by a. Such an ideal is called a principal ideal 
and will be denoted by Xa) where a is the generator. Thus the zero 
ideal is a principal ideal. 
An ideal A is a proper ideal of R if A is properly contained 
in R, and A is not contained properly in any other proper ideal. 
A is said to be maximal if A is not contained properly in any other 
proper ideal. In a ring with identity, every proper ideal is 
contained in a maximal ideal. 
Given any two ideals A and B, their sum A + B and their 
product AB are also ideals. The ideal B is said to divide the ideal 
A if and only if B contains A. 
For principal ideals in commutative rings with identity, (a) 
divisible by (b) implies that a = rb for some r e R. Thus the concept 
of divisibility of principal ideals is identical to the ordinary 
concept. 
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An ideal P is called a prime ideal if and only if for every 
ab e P where a i P, then h e P. The unit ideal is always prime. 
The zero ideal is prime if and only if the ring is an integral domain. 
Any maximal proper ideal P in R is a prime ideal and R/F is a field. 
If R/P is a field, then P is a maximal ideal. An ideal is said to 
be primary if and only if for every ab c P and a t P, then bn e P 
for some natural number n. 
The ideal (A ,B) generated by the union of two ideals A and B 
is the greatest common divisor (gcd) of A and B, since it is a 
common divisor Which is divisible by every common divisor. It is 
also called the sum of A and B because it contains only elements 
which are sums of elements of A and B. The gcd of two prime ideal3 
is the entire ring. 
The intersection A 0 B of two ideals A and B is called the 
least common multiple, and every other multiple is divisible by it. 
Every ideal In a commutative ring with identity can be 
expressed as the intersection of a finite number of primary ideals, 




The study of valuations is somewhat facilitated by considering 
first the subject of places of a field. Let R be a commutative ring 
with identity. A unit of R is an element of R whose inverse is also 
in R. 
DEFINITION 2.1 A ring R is a local ring if and only if the non-units 
of R form an ideal in R. 
THEOREM 2.1 A ring R is a local ring if and only if there exists 
exactly one maximal ideal in R. 
Proof: Suppose R is a local ring. Then the non-units of R form an 
ideal A in R. A is maximal since any ideal containing A properly 
contains a unit and is the ring R. 
Suppose A is the only maximal ideal in R. Let a be a non-unit 
of R. The element a generates a proper ideal since if for some x in R 
ax • 1, then a is a unit. Let (a) be the ideal generated by a. Then 
(a) is contained in A since every proper ideal is contained in a 
maximal ideal. Hence A contains the ideals generated by all non-units. 
A does not contain a unit since A is proper. Thus A contains only the 
non-units of R. Therefore R is a local ring. 
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DEFINITION 2.2 Let R be a subring of a field k, R is a valuation ring 
in k if at least one of every pair of inverse elements of k is in R. 
THEOREM 2.2 A valuation ring R is a local ring. 
Proof: Let R be a valuation ring in k. It must be shown that the set A 
of non-units of R forms an ideal. Choose a,b e R such that (a + b) is 
-1 ' a unit in R. Then (a + b) and (a + b) are in R. Suppose a,b + 0. 
If one equals zero, the result is trivial. Suppose that a/b e R. 
Then XI + —) e R implies (—̂ —) e R implies (—) e R. Thus b is a unit 
of R. If b/a E  R, then a similar argument shows that a is a unit. 
Thus if a and b are non-units of R, then (a + b) is a non-unit. 
Let a,b e R and ab be a unit of R. Then a  ̂e R, and 
aa-̂ "1 « b-1. Hence b-*" e R. Also, a *b~*b « a 1 and a 1 E  R. 
Thus if a is a non-unit, ab is a non-unit for every b e R. Hence A is 
an ideal in R, and R is a local ring. 
DEFINITION 2.3 Let k be a field. A place of k is a homomorphic 
mapping <t> of a subring R of k into a field A such that the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
I) if x £ k, x i R, then 1/x e R and $(l/x) - 0; 
ii) $(x) ¥ 0 for some x in R. 
THEOREM 2,3 To every valuation ring R in k, there corresponds a place, 
and conversely, to every place <j> of k, there corresponds a unique 
valuation ring. 
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Proof: Let R be a valuation ring in a field k. Let A be a homomorphic 
mapping of R into the field A » R/A where A is the maximal ideal in R. 
Suppose x e k and x i R. Then 1/x e R and 1/x is a non-unit of R. 
Therefore 4(l/x) » 0. Surely, 1 e R, and <|>(1) 4 0« Consequently <j> 
defines a place of k. 
Now let 4 be a place of k, and R be its ring of definition. 
Then x e k, x i R implies 1/x e R. Therefore for every 1/x e k 
at least one is in R. Consequently R is a valuation ring. 
In the remainder of this paper, the valuation ring of a place 4 
will be denoted by R, . 
4 
If a e k, and a i R, let4(a) •» 08 . Then 4 is a homomorphic 
mapping of R into A [) {»} . The following are immediate consequences 
of this change in definition: 
i) If 4(x) » °° and4(y) 7*°° , then <f> (x + y) » «; 
ii) If <£(x) " 08 and <J>(y) 4 0, then 4(xy) •» ; 
iii) If x 4 0, then $(x) « 0 if and only if $(l/x) m 
THEOREM 2.A The units of the valuation ring R, of field k corre -<J> 
sponding to a place 4 are fully characterised by 4(a) 4 0 and 4(a) 4 08; 
the non-units, by 4(a) » 0. 
Proof: Suppose (a) 4 0 and 41(a) 4 ». Then 4(a) e A and a e R . 
-1 -1 -1 If a i R , then 4 (a ) and 4(a) ~ 0. But̂ (a) 4 0, Thus a e R, 
and a is a unit of R. 
Suppose a is a unit of R. Then a, a * e R implies 4(a) 4 08 and 
4 (a *) 4 00 • Since 4 is hoaomorphism 4 (a) 4 (a « 4(aa *) «= 4(1) • 1« 
Thus 4(a) 4 0, and 4(a "*") 4 0. 
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Suppose two places are defined on a subring of a field k. These 
places are said to be equivalent if and only if their valuation rings 
coincide. Places which are isomorphisms of k are called trivial 
places of k. 
The existence of places can be shown using the following lemma. 
LEMMA Let R be a subring of a field k, containing an identity, and 
/ 
let B be a proper ideal in R. Then for any element x of k at least 
one of the extended ideals R[x]B, R[l/x]B is a proper ideal of R[x], 
R[l/x] respectively. 
Proof: Suppose neither R[x]B nor R[l/x]B is a proper ideal. Then 
R[x]B - R[x] and R[l/x]B - R[l/x]. Since 1 e R[x] and 1 e R[l/x], 
n . 
(1) 1 • ][ a.x where a. e 3, 0 £ i £ n 
i-0 1 
(2) 1 - f b x~̂  where b. e B, 0 £ j £ m. 
j-0 3 3 
Suppose (1) and (2) are of least degree and m £ n. 
Multiply (1) by (1 - bQ) and (2) by â x11; 
1 - bQ - (1 - bQ> aQ + * # * + (1 - bQ)anxn 
(1 - bn)a xn » a b1xn~1 + . . . + a bxn m On n 1 n m . 
Thus 1 - bQ - (l-bQ)a0 + . . * + (l-b â ĵX0 1 + . . .+ anbraxn m 
n~i i 
or 1 - l c.x where c. e B. 
1-0 1 
But (1) was assumed to be of least degree. Consequently at least one 
of the extended ideals is a proper ideal. 
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THEOREM 2.5 Let R be a subring of a field k, containing an identity, 
and let A be an ideal in R, different from R. Then there exists a 
place $ of k such that R̂  C. R and C A where Â  is the ideal of 
non-units of R.. 
<P 
Proof: Let M denote the set of all subrings S of k such that RCS 
and SA + S. M is non-empty since R e M. Every totally ordered subset 
of M has an upper bound in M. Hence M has maximal elements. 
Let L be a maximal element of M. Then L has the following 
properties: 
i) R C L, LA + L ; 
ii) if L' is any subrin g  of k such that LCL1, then 
L'A - L'. 
Let R' be the union of the elements of any totally ordered subset of M. 
Consider the case where R' «• L. Let P be a proper ideal in R such 
that P » LA. If x e k, and if L' - L[x], L,! • L[l/x], then at least 
one of the following relations must hold; L'P « L', L"P f L". Since 
L is maximal, either L » L' or L * L"; i.e. either x e L or 1/x e L. 
Hence L is a valuation ring to which there corresponds a place of k. 
An important consequence of the existence theorem is the 
following theorem dealing with the extendability of a place of a field 
to an overfield. 
EXTENSION THEOREM If k is a subfield of K, then any place of k can 
be extended to a place of K. 
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DEFINITION 2.4 Let k be a field, R be any subring containing the 
identity, and suppose a is an element of k. a is integral with respect 
to R if and only if a satisfies an equation of the form 
a n + a,an  ̂+ . . . + a =0 
I n 
where â  e R, i «• 1,2,. . . ,n. 
/ 
Divide a" + a.ct11 * + . , . + a - 0 by an ** Then 
1 n ' 
-1 . . -(n-1) _ a + a- + a„« +. * • - f a a « 0 
I I  T i  
-1 -(n-l) a= -a, - a„a - a a . 
12 n 
Thus if a is integral with respect to R, a e R[a or, equivalently, 
a is a unit in R[a *"], 
THEOREM 2.6 a is integral with respect to R if and only if for every 
place ̂  of k for which the mapping <j> restricted to I (4>| R) is finite, 
<j>(a) is also finite. 
Proof: Let a be integral with respect to R, and let 4> be a place of 
""1 k for which |R is finite. Suppose $(<*) "M0 • Then$(a ) » 0. Now 
a*1 + a. an *+...+ a « 0 and l + a.â +. . . + a a n => 0. 
In In
4>(1 + a,a"1 + . . .+ aa ~1) - 1 + 0 + . . .+ 0 + 9 - #(0) - 0. 
1 n 
Hence <j>(a) is finite. 
Suppose a is non-integral with respect to R. Let A be a maximal 
-1 -1 prime ideal of R[a ] containing a . Let f be the natural homoroorphism 
—1 —1 of R]ot ] onto R[a ]/A. This homomorphism is non-trivial. Thus it 
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determines a place <J> of k[a *]. For every such place A, <}> restricted 
to R is finite, since$ restricted to R[a. is finite. Further 
» f(a~"L) e f(A) = 0. Hence <j>(a) . Hence the theorem. 
The kernel of $ in R[a-1] is A. The kernel of $ in R is a prime 
ideal and is the intersection of R and A. This ideal is a maximal 
ideal in R. ' 
THEOREM 2.7 If 0 is the set of all elements of k integral with respect 
to R, then 0 is a ring. The integral closure of 0 is 0. 0 is the 
intersection of all valuation rings of k which contain the ring R. 
Proof: Let a be in the integral closure I of 0. Then for every 
place $ of k,<Kc») is finite when $ restricted to 0 is finite. But 
an element of 0 is integral with respect to R. For every  ̂of k for 
which $ restricted to R is finite, <J>(x) Is finite. Hence the places 
for which $ restricted to R is finite are those where 4> restricted 
to 0 are finite. Thus for such $ , <£(<*) Is finite. Hence a is 
Integral with respect to R. Since I is contained in 0 and 0 is 
cont ain ed  i n  I ,  1 = 0 .  
Let I be the intersection of all valuation rings of k which 
contain the ring R. I is a ring. If x e I, then x e R̂  for every <j>. 
Thus $(x) is finite over R and <j>(x) is finite for x e R̂  . 
Therefore x e 0. Then for every 4> finite over R. $(x) is finite. 
Consequently x e R  ̂for every 4>. Hence the intersection of all 
the valuation rings of k is 0. 
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Again before considering valuations, consider the concept of an 
ordered group. 
DEFINITION 2.5 The group G is an ordered group if it contains a 
semigroup S with the following properties: 
i) aSa-1C S for all a t S; 
1 1 1 
il) G - S U {1} U S~ where S- - {s~ \ s e S}. 
DEFINITION 2.6 An ordered group is a completely ordered set by the 
order relation a < b if and only if ab e S. 
The definition is symmetric, with respect to left and right 
multiplication, since 
ab  ̂s S implies b *a * b ''"(ab *)b e b Sb(̂  S, 
and similarly 
b *a e S implies ab ' e S. 
Transitivity can be shown, since a < b, b < c implies 
ab-* c S, bc~* e S implies ab"*bc * » ac * eS implies a < c. 
Completeness follows directly from the defnition of ordered group 
since for any a,b either ab-1 e S or ab 1 ® 1 or ab 1 eS 1 always 
holds, and hence either a < b, a = b, or b < a. 
The complete ordering of an ordered group G has the following 
properties: For a,b,c,d,e G 
i) a < b implies ac < be, ca < cb; 
ii) a < b, c < d Implies ac < bd; 
-1 -1 
iii) a < b implies b < a ; 
iv) a < 1 if and only if a t S. 
Let G  <= G'U {»} where G' is an additive ordered ahelian group 
such that the following properties hold: 
i) for every x in G', x + » » » 
ii) f or  e ve ry  x  in G 1 ,  x  <® .  
DEFINITION 2.7 Let k be a field. Let G be the set defined above. 
A valuation of k is a mapping v of k into G such that 
i) v(x) » 00 if and only if x - 0, 
ii) v(xy) - v(x) + v(y), for all x,y in k; 
iii) v(x + y) >. min (v(x), v(y)} , for all x,y in K. 
The multiplicative group of k is mapped into group G' and in 
most cases will be the only values considered. For any x in k, v(x) 
is called the value of x in the valuation v. 
A valuation v is called non-trivial if v(a) 4 0 for some a in k 
otherwise, v is called trivial. 
Let 0 be the zero of the group G', Then the following are 
immediate consequences of the definition. 
v(l) » 0 since v is a homomorphism. 
v(-l) » 0, since 0 • v(l) » v(-l'-l) *= v(-l) + v(-l) and G' is 
totally ordered. 
v(a) « v(-a)„ since v(-a) » v(-la) • v(-l) + v(a) » v(a). 
v(a-1) • -v(a), since v(l) « v(aa *) « v(a) + v(a *) » 0 
-1 and hence ~v(a) • v(a )* 
v(e) • 0 if e is a root of unity. This implies that the only 
valuation of a finite field is the trivial valuation. 
v ( x  -  y )  »  m i n {  v ( x ) ,  v ( y ) } .  F o r  v ( x  -  y )  J >  m i n { v ( x ) ,  V ( Y ) } " "  
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v(x) < v(y) implies v(x + y) ra v(x). 
Proof: v(x + y) >, mint v(x), v(y)> « v<x). 
But x - (x + y) - y. So v(x) j* min{ v(x + y), v(y)>. 
v(x) _> v(x + y) since by assumption v(x) < v(y). 
Thus v(x) « v(x + y). 
Let k » Q be the field of rational numbers and let Q' denote the 
multiplicative group of Q. Let p be a fixed prime number. Every 
rational number a can be written a » peb where e is an integer and b 
is a rational number prime to p. 
Define a mapping vp of Q' into Z, the additive group of integers, 
such that 
vp(x) • e, if x » pSb in Q'. 
Choose any x,y in Q', x » p®b, y - pfc/ Then 
v̂ (xy) * Vp(p6+̂ bc) «• e + f «• vp(x) 4- Vp(y)» 
Thus v satisfies the second condition of the definition of a 
P 
valuation. 
Again consider x and y as given above. Assume e < f. Then 
v (x + y) - v (pe(b + pf ec)). 
P P 
If (b + pf-6c) is prime to p, vp(x + y) - e. If (b + p ec))» mpr 
for some m and r, then vp(x + y) = e + r. Hence v(x + y) 2 minlv(x)v(y)) 
Thus the third condition of the definition is satisfied. 
Define v (0) . 
P 
The mapping vpis a valuation of Q into ZU {»}. 
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Using multiplicative notation, a valuation may be defined as 
follows: 
A valuation of a field k is a mapping v of k into an ordered 
group G with zero-element 0, such that the following properties hold: 
i) v(a) _> 0 for all a e k, v(a) » 0 if and only if a«0; 
ii) v(ab) « v(a)v(b) for all a,b e k; 
/ 
iii) v(a + b) <_ v(a) + v(b). 
Using this notation, one may consider ordinary absolute value as 
a valuation of the real numbers into the non-negative real numbers. 
Consider the set • {x| x e k, v(x)}_> 0 . The set R̂  forms 
a ring. Rv is called the valuation ring of v. Rvis a valuation ring 
because for every x e k' (the multiplicative group of k), either v(x)>0 
or v(l/x) _> 0 and hence either x or 1/x belongs to The relation 
jr|x, defined by the condition that there exists a z E  R̂  such that 
x - yz, is equivalent to v(x) _» v(y). 
DEFINITION 2.7 Two valuations are called equivalent valuations if and 
only if they have the same valuation ring. 
The group of units of R is the set fx| x e k, v(x) - 0} ; V  1  
the maximal ideal A of non-units of Ry is the set A ®{ x| x e k,v(x)>0}. 
It has been shown that to every valuation ring there corresponds 
a place. For every valuation v, the set Ry - {x| x e k, v(x) > 0} is 
a valuation ring. To R , there corresponds a place. This place 
v 
corresponds to a class of equivalent valuations which have Rv as their 
valuation ring. 
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Conversely for every <f> of k, there corresponds a unique valuation 
ring R, . Let A be the maximal ideal in R. , and let U be the group 
4> <p 
of units of R. . Denote the quotient group by k/U and write the 
<P 
group operation additively. Let v be the natural homomorphism of k 
onto k/U. For every a»b e k, v(ab) » ab + U « (a + U) + (b + U) * 
v(a) + v(b). For ever a,b e k, and if v(a) v(b), then 
v(a + b) » (a + b) + U = a(l + + U 
a 
>= (a 4- U) + ((1 + —) + U) 
a 
a* v(l + —) + v(a). 
a 
But v(a) < v(b) implies b/a e R, , and hence (1 + —) e R. . Therefore ~~ <p a $ 
v(l + —) >0. Consequently v(a + b) > v(a). 
a ~ ~" 
All that remains is to show that k/U is ordered. But 
k/U - A/U U U/U 0 A_1/U where A-1 - {a| a-1 e A} and A/U, 
U/U, and A */U are pairwise disjoint. Let A/U be the required semi­
group. Then for every a e k/U, a(A/U)a A/U since the product 
of a non««unit with any other element is a nonunit. Therefore k/U 
is ordered, v is a valuation of k with valuation ring R . Thus for 
<P 
every place <J> of k, there corresponds a class of equivalent valuations. 
DEFINITION 2.8 A valuation v is said to be a valuation of rank 1 if 
and only if the valuation group Gf can be mapped order-isomorphically 
into a subgroup of the additive group of real numbers. 
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One may consider equivalence relationships for valuations of 
rank 1. Let v and u be valuations of a field. Let G be an additive 
group of a field F; and let R be the real numbers. Suppose 
i) u is not a trivial valuation 
li) u(a) < 0 implies v(a) < 0. 
Substituting u(l/a) for u(a) in (ii) yields u(a) > 0. Therefore v(a)>0. 
/ 
Suppose u(a) •> 0. By (i), there exists b e G such that u(b) > 0, 
But then uCa1̂ ) > 0 implies vCa1̂ ) > 0 implies v(a) j> -v(b) for 
n 
any n. Letting n-» , v(a) _> 0. 
Since a similar situation arises for l/a,u(a) • 0 implies v(a)®0. 
Additional relationships derived from (i) and (ii) are the 
following: 
u(a) < ttt(b) implies v(a) < v(b) 
u(a) » u(b) implies v(a) - v(b) 
u(a) > u(b) implies v(a) > v(b). 
Since u is not trivial, there exists a fixed c e G such that 
u(c) >0. For any given element a e G, there exists a real number r 
such that u(a) «• ru(c). For any rational number n/m > r, 
u(a)< — u(c) implies u(aro) < u(cn) implies v(altl) < v(cn). 
m 
Hence v(a) < — v(c). Similarly if r > n/m, then u(a) > — u(c) Implies 
m m 
v(a) > —v(c). Therefore v(a) » rv(c). 
m 
Now u(a) - ru(c) and v(a) - rv(c) imply v(a) • au(a) where 
a „ V.fel Since c was a fixed point in G, then v(a) - au(a) holds 
u(c) 
for every a e G. Thus v can be obtained by first applying u, then au, 
Applying these results to valuations of rank 1, identify G with 
k', the multiplicative group of k. Then two such valuations of k, in 
which the same inequalities arise between elements of the field, are 
multiples of each other. Thus one obtains the following definition. 
Two valuations of rank 1, u and v, are called equivalent 
if and only if u » av for some a sR. 
A class of equivalent valuations consists of all multiples of some 
fixed valuation. 
Thus far the field k has been any field. It was mentioned that 
the only valuation of a finite field was the trivial valuation. 
Further restrictions to the kinds of valuations permitted are con­
sequences of the following definition, 
DEFINITION 2.9 A valuation v is non-archimedean if and only if for 
some multiple m of 1, v(m) m 0. Otherwise, v is said to be 
archimedean. 
Consider again the example of the rational numbers. 
THEOREM 2.8 Any non»trivial, non-archimedean rank 1 valuation of Q 
is equivalent to a p-adic valuation for some prime p. 
Proof: For every integer n, v(n) », 0. If.v(n) - 0 for every integer, 
then v is trivial. Thus there exists an integer b 4 0 such that 
v(b) > 0. Let B •{ b| v(b) >0}. B is an ideal in the ring of 
integers Z. Suppose b,b' e B. Then v(L - b') _> min {v(b) , v(fc')} 
which implies v(b - b') > 0. Therefore b - V t B. Also suppose ce Z» 
and b e B, Then v(cb) « v(c) + v(b) > 0. Consequently cb e B, and 
B is an ideal. 
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Let a,c £ Z such that a,c i B. Then v(a) - 0 - v(c) which 
Implies that 0 « v(a) + v(c) *» v(ac). Therefore ac t B. Thus B Is 
also a prime Ideal in Z. Hence B • (p) where p is a prime. 
Since p e B, v(p) > 0. Therefore let v(p) - s. Let n he any 
integer. Then n • n'p where k 0 and (n' ,p) « 1. Thus n' i B and 
v(n') - 0, v(n) • v(n') + kv(p) - ks. Hence v is a multiple of the 
/ 
p-adic valuation determined by p. 
THEOREM 2.9 Up to equivalence, the field Q of rational numbers has only 
one archimedean valuation, the usual absolute value. 
IT  Proof: Let n, n' > 1 be integers. Then n* « aQ + â n + . . . â n 
where 0 <_ â < n, 4 0. 
v(n') < v(aQ) + vCaj) v(n) + . . + v(â ) v(n)k 
where v is any archimedean valuation of Q. Since 0 <_ v(a.) «\<̂ < n, 
v(n') < n/{l + v(n) + .. + v(n)̂ ] < n(k + l)max{ 1, v(n) }̂ . 
n' >L nk. Thus 
log 
k ± log n' implies v(n') < n( log n1 + 1) max {1, v(n)log n }. 
log n log n 
Now replace n' by (n')r. Let log n'/log n - t. Thus 
v(n')r < n(rt + l)max {1, v(n)rt} . 
v(n') < [n(rt + 1) ]"̂ r{max 1, vCn)*"} . 
Consider the limit of the right member of the inequality as r-*» . 
v(n') < max {1, vCn)1"} . 
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Since v is archimedean, nf can be chosen so that v(n')> 1; hence 
1 < v(n) £ v(n)fc. 
Thus v(n) » 1, so interchange n and n'. Then 
1 1 
v(n) n̂ - v(n')l0g"' 
for any two positive n, n'. Then log v(n)/log n is a positive real 
S 3  ' &  
number s independent of n and v(n) « n . Hence. v(a) - jaj for 
every rational number a. Thus v is a power of the absolute value 
valuation. 
Let v., v_, . . ., v be a finite system of non-trivial 
l / n 
inequivalent valuations of rank 1 of a field k. It will be shown 
that these n valuations are independent in the sense that none can 
be expressed in terms of the others. 
LEMMA There exists an element a E k such that v̂ (si) > 0 but 
v̂ (a) < 0 for i » 2,3,...,n. 
Proof: The proof is by induction on n. If n = 1, the assertion is 
trivial. Suppose n « 2. Then since v̂  and v̂  are inequivalent, there 
exists b e k such that v̂ (b) < 0 and v2(b) »_ 0. Similarly there exists 
c e k such that v̂ (c) 2. 0 and v2(e) * °* 
Since k is a field, c/b e k* Let a » c/b. Then 
VjCa) - v1(c) - v̂ b) > 0 ; 
v2(a) « v2(c) - v2(b) < 0 , 
Thus the element a has the required property. 
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Suppose the assertion is true for n - 1 of the n valuations. 
Then there exists b e k and c c k such that 
vx(b) > 0, v̂ b) <0 (i - 2,3,... ,n-l) 
v. (c) >0, v (c) < 0. 
1 n 
Let a » b + c where r is a natural number. Consider two cases. 
Case 1. v (b) < 0, 
n 
v̂ (a) • v̂ (b + c) >_ mln{ v̂ (b ), v̂ (c)} implies 
v̂ (a) > 0. 
v̂ a) - v̂ (b + c) min{ v̂ b ), v̂ c)} . 
For sufficiently large r, 
v̂ (b ) » rv̂ (b) < v (̂c) implies 
v. (a) » v. (br + c) » v. (br) < 0. 
i i i 
Also v (a) * v (br 4- c) > rain {v (br), v (c)} . 
n n — n n 
For sufficiently large r 
v (a) « v (br + c) •» bv (br)< 0. 
n n '—•* n 
Therefore a satisfies the assertion. 
Case 2. v (b) >0. 
n 
v̂ Ca) «• v̂ (b + c) j> min {v̂ (b ), v̂ c)} implies 
v̂ (a) > 0. 
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v̂ a) » ̂(b* + c) > rain {v̂ b1"), vi(c)} 
- vt(br) < 0 for sufficiently large r.. 
v (a) - v (br + c) >_ min {v (br), v (c)} . 
n n — n n 
- v (c) < 0 since v(c) < v (br), 
n n n 
/' 
Hence a satisfies the assertion. 
LEMMA 2 There exists b e k such that v-̂ (h) 0 and v. (b) > 0 for 
i G 2y3f.»• 
Proof: Prom the preceding lemma, there exists a e k such v̂ (a) > 0 
I T  
and v̂ Ca) < 0. Let b » (a + l)/(a + 1) where r is an integer. 
Then since v,(1) • 0, 
v̂ b) » v1(s~-̂  ) = v^a + 1) - v̂ a* + 1) 
a +1 
• v̂ l) - v1(l) » 0. 
Since v̂ (a) < v., ( .1), 
vi(b) « v̂ (a + 1) - v̂ (ar + 1) 
• v̂ (a) - rv̂ (a) » -(r-l)v̂ (a) > 0 
for some r greater than 1. 
THEOREM 2.10 Approximation Theorem. Let 6̂ » be n elements 
of k. Then for every real e > 0, there exists a { k such that 
v^a - 8̂ ) > e, i « l,2,»..,n. 
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Proof: From Lemma 2, there exists b,, b_, .... b such that v.(b.) - 0 
1 2' ' n i 1 
and v (b ) > 0. Consider c. » i . 
3 b. + b0+ ... + b l z n 
Vi*CP " Vî bî  " Vi b̂l + ••• + bn) " 0 
and 
Vjj|Cj) « vj(b±) - v̂ bĵ  + ... + bn) « vj(bi5 > °* 
Also - 1) > 0. 
Since the valuations are of rank 1, there exists an integer n 
such hthat both of the following inequalities are true: 
n vjL(c± - 1) + ̂(8̂  > c 
n vj(cj) + * E 
Now let » 1 - (1 - ĉ )n« Then 
vi (<*1 - 1) » n v l̂ - cj) > n v (1 - c1>. 
Hence vî ai ~ ̂  + vi î  ̂* e or vî î ai ~ * c* 
a. = 1 - (1 - c")n = c? f(c) where f(c) is a 
1 i i 
polynomial with coefficients in k. Thus 
v, (a,) « n v. (c.) 4- v. (f (c.)) which implies 
J i 3 i j i 
vj — n vj * 
Therefore > e. 
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Let a "3,a, + 8a. + ... + 8 a . 
11 Ll n n 
(a - 61) » v1(81(ai - 1) +J8̂ â ) 1 + j 
> mln tv1(61(a1 - 1)), v1(0̂ Oj)} 
> e. 
Corollary A relation of the form Jc v̂̂ Ca) • 0 with real can hold 
for all a e k only if all the ĉ 's «= 0* 
A valuation of rank 1 induces a topology, called the v-topology, 
on k defined by neighborhoods of zero: {a[ jv(a)| * e} where e > 0 
is a real number# The n elements 8,, 0-,#,., 0 of the field k 
l L n 
can in their corresponding v̂ -topology be approximated to any degree 
by a single element. 
Valuations can be used to introduce the concept of completion 
for fields. The definitions and theorems involved follow closely 
those used in analysis. 
DEFINITION 2.10 Let K be a field with a rank 1 valuation v. A 
sequence {â } , k • 1,2, ... is said to converge in K (relative to v) 
if there exists an a e K such that for e >0, there exists an integer N 
depending only on e such that v(a - an)< £ for all n > N. Then a is 
unique and is called the limit of {â } . If a - 0, {â.} is called a 
null sequence. A sequence {â Hs called a Cauchy sequence if for e > 0 
there exists an integer N depending only on e such that for m,n >_ N 
v(a - a ) < e. 
m n 
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DEFINITION 2.11 A field K is said to be complete with respect to a 
rank 1 valuation v if and only if every Cauchy sequence of elements of 
K is convergent with respect to v. 
If K' is an extension field of K, and v is a rank 1 valuation 
of K, a valuation v* of K' such that v(x) « v*(x) for all x c K is 
called an extension of v, or a valuation extension of v. 
The construction of a completion K' of any field R with respect 
to a rank 1 valuation v yields the following: 
i) K' is an extension of K and v' is a valuation 
extension of v; 
ii) K' is complete with respect to v'; 
Hi) K CK* and K' is dense in R, i.e. for every a t K', 
a is a limit of a Cauchy sequence of elements of K. 
A brief outline of the proof of the above will be given here. 
The complete proof can he found in Appendix, 2, 
If C is the set of Cauchy sequences, then C is a ring with 
respect to the operations + " {â  + b̂ } and 
{â Mb̂ } • The secluence (a)where afc « a for all k is a 
constant sequence. In the ring {0} is the additive identity, and 
{1} is the multiplicative identity. C contains a subring of constant 
sequences which is isomorphic to K. 
Let Z be the set of null sequences of C. Then Z is a maximal 
proper ideal In C. Thus 0/Z is a field. Let R' - C/Z. Then K' 
contains a subfield isomorphic to K such that K* is the completion of 
K if K is identified with this isomorphic subfield. 
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The completion K' of any field K with respect to a rank 1 
valuation is an extension of K and the valuation v' of K' is an 
extension of v. Consider now the extendability of a general valuation. 
Consider first the extendability of non-archimedean valuations v 
of a field k. If v is the trivial valuation of k, then v can be 
extended to the trivial valuation in any overfield of k. Therefore 
assume that the non-archimedean valuations are also non-trivial. 
THEOREM 2.11 Any non-archimedean valuation of a field k can be 
extended to a non-trivial valuation of any extension field of k. 
Proof: Let v be any non-archimedean, non-trivial valuation of a 
field k, mapping k onto an ordered group G. Let K be any field 
extension of k. 
By the extension theorem, a given place of k can be extended to 
a place of K. In particular if k •* FU{®> is a non-trivial place 
of k with valuation ring R, then $ restricted to R maps R into F and 
This restriction is a non-trivial homomorphism of R. Since R is 
a subring of k, the extension theorem implies the existence of a place 
<J>' of K with * restr icted to R being equivalent to <j> restricted 
to t ( <f>' | R « 4» | R). 
Also ae k, a I R implies that 4>(a) • 00 which implies <f>(a *) *° 0. 
Hence <t>' (a~ ) » 0. Thus $'(a) - <*>. Therefore<j>' |k • |k» and <j>' 
extends the place <f> onto K. 
It now suffices to show the following: If <f> is a place of k 
corresponding to the valuation v, and if <J>' is a place of K which 
extends <f>, then the valuation v', generated by <f>' on K is, by suitable 
choice of the valuation group, an extension of the valuation v of k. 
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Let R' be the valuation ring corresponding to <(>'. R' is given 
by: 
R' • {a| a * K, <j>'(a) is finite} 
» {a.| a e K , v'(a) > 0 }. 
The valuation ring R of $ is given by: 
R « {a| a e k, (̂a) is finite} 
* {a| a e k, v(a) _> 0 }. 
Thus if <j>' extends $, then R «• R'O k. If v' extends v, then R « R'/l k. 
Consider the converse of the two preceding statements. 
Let R' and R be valuation rings of K and k respectively, where 
R « R' k. Let P' and P be the respective prime ideals of R' and R; 
-1 U' and U, the corresponding groups of units. Then P' • {a | a e P'} 
is the complement of R' in K, and P 1 • {a *| a e P} is the complement 
of R in k. Thus R •» R*/~\ k implies P * * P' k. implies P • P'̂  k. 
Also U » U' f\ k. Thus U is a subgtoup of U'. 
I. As valuations corresponding to R' and R, define v' and v as follows: 
In K: v'(a) • aU', with the ordering relation v'Xa) > 0 
implying a e P'. 
In k: v(a) «• alJ, with the ordering relation v(a)> 0 
Implying a t P. J 
The mapping aU -+• aU' is well-defined since aU' • (aU)U', 
and is a homomorphism. It is also an isomorphism, since the kernel 
of the mapping consists only of the unity of U. Thus 
a e k, aU' « U'if and only if a e k, a e U' 
ask, aU' » U'if and only if a e U' f\ k - U 
a e k, aU' « U'if and only if aU » U. 
The ordering is also invariant under the isomorphism. If the all are 
identified with their images aU', then v* is an extension of v. 
II. As places and 4>, corresponding to R' and R, respectively, 
let them be defined as follows: 
» if a i R' 
a + P' if a e R' 
if a i R 
a + P if a e R 
Map <f> (k) into <j>1 (k) as follows: 
OC -+• 00 
a + P •> a + P' 
Since a + P1 «= (a + P) + P' , the mapping is well-defined and its 
restriction to R, <|>(R) » R/P is an isomorphism. Hence the field R/P 
can be isomorphically mapped into R'/P'. Identify the inverse image 
with its isomorphic image. Then <p' is an extension in K of the place 
$ of k. Thus the extension of the valuation is equivalent to the 
extension of the corresponding place. Hence the theorem. 
The question now arises as to whether an extension of a rank 1 
valuation is again a rank 1 valuation. In general this is not the 
case. However, it is the case when the field extension is finite. 
Consider first the case of a trivial valuation. 
Let v be the trivial valuation of k. It will be shown that only 
the trivial valuation of K, an algebraic extension of k, extends the 
trivial valuation of k. 
In K: <j>' (a) -
In k; $(a) = 
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Suppose v' is a valuation of K, trivial on k. Suppose v' is 
non-trivial on K. Then there exists a e K such that v'(a) j 0. 
Let v'(a) < 0. Since K is algebraic over k, a e K satisfies a 
polynomial xn + â xn * + . . + » 0 where â  e k. Thus 
n , n-1 , , n a + a, a + . . . + a « 0 
1 n 
• 
a" + a. a1 + . . . + a . a » -a 
1 n-1 n 
v'(an + a.a11 1 4- . . . + a 1a ) » v'(-a ) » 0. 1 n—1 n 
But v'(an + â a""1 + . . . + an_-̂ a) min{ v'Ca*)} 
and for all 1 » 1, 2, . . ., n-1, n v'(a) < (n - i) v'(a). Thus 
v'(an + â a1 1 + . . , + 11 a v'(«) < 0. 
Consequently v'(a) _> 0. A similar computation shows that vf(a) can 
not be greater than zero. Therefore v'(o) ~ 0 and v' must be the 
trivial valuation on K. 
Let v' be a non-trivial non-archimedean valuation of K (not 
necessarily a rank 1 valuation); <p', the corresponding place; and 
k, some subfield of K. The restrictions of v' and «j>' onto k yield 
respectively a valuation v of k and a place  ̂of k. The group of 
values G' for K contains the group of values G for k. 
DEFINITION 2.12 The groups (J' and G are the respective value groups. 
The index e " (G':G) is called the ramification index. 
The ramification index is a measure of how many new values are 
fat-
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introduced by the extension. The image field $'(R') contains the 
image field <J> (R) as a subfield where R' and R are the respective 
valuation rings. 
DEFINITION 2.13 The degree f [ <J>' (Rf): <HR)] is called the residue 
class degree. 
THEOREM 2.12 If K is a finite extension of k» then both e and f are 
finite and 
ef _< n « [K:k]. 
Proof: Let 6,, . . ., 8 be elements of K such that the cosets 
l r 
v(B̂ ) + G, . . v(8r> + G are all different from each other, and 
let w., . . ., w be elements of R' so that <f>' (w,),. . ., (w ) 
X  8  X  S  
are linearly independent over (R). 
It will be shown that the rs elements (i«l,.,. ,s;j»l,... ,r) 
of K are linearly independent over k. This implies that rs <_ n. 
Let â , a7, . . , be elements of k, not all zero, 
and let v(a ) • min{ v(a.)}. Then m  ̂ I 
v(Yi + • • • + aswg) - v(am) + v(xlWl + . . + xgws) 
with x. • a./a . But this implies v(x.J > 0 and v(x ) >= 0. Hence 
l l m 1 — m 
X1W1 + • • • + XgWS E R' ®nd V̂ XIW1 + * * * + X8WŜ  — 0* 
Since 
• •Ô Vi + . . . +XgWs) - <P' Cxx)4)* (Wj )̂ + . . . + (I)' (xgH' (wg) 
« $0̂ )$' (w1) + ... + <KxgH'(wg) t o 
and since " 4>(1) " 1 and the ŵ 's are linearly independent over 
$(!)» then v(x-w. + , . . + x w ) « 0. 
X X  S  8  
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Hence v(a.w. + . . + a w ) » min {v(a.)}. 
xx JL 
Define a relation 
I (aij"l + a2jw2 + • • • + asJ»s' Bj - 0 
) 
where a., e k» s uch that 
XJ 
+ a2̂  w2 + , . . + asjw8) ? ®in » 
if not all the a^ are equal to zero. 
The values of each of the suxnmands are all different because 
they lie in distinct cosets. Hence 
v(£ a^w^.) « v(0) - » 
aijWiejJ " ^ {v(aljWl + • • • + a8jw»* + 
Thus v(a^w^ + . . . as^w8) * » which implies 
min {v(a1j)> » 00 • 
Therefore a^ - 0 for all i,j. The w^ are linearly independent 
over k. 
THEOREM 2.13 If k is a field with a non-trivial, non-archimedean 
valuation v of rank 1 and K is a finite extension of k, with the 
non-equivalent valuations v^» v2» • • •» al* of which are extensions 
of v, with respective ramifications e^, e^, . . . and residue class 
degrees f^, . . . , then S. n " tK:k]• 
The proof of this theorem is a generalization of the proof of 
the previous theorem. 
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Using these two theorems, it can ha shown that the extension 
of a rank 1 valuation to a finite overfield is a rank 1 valuation. 
THEOREM 2.14 Let K be a finite extension of a field k; v', an 
extension of the valuation v of k where v is of rank 1. The group 
of values v'(K') can be mapped order-isomorphically Into a subgroup S 
of the additive group of reals so as to leave v(k*) fixed, where K' 
and k" are the multiplicative groups of K and k respectively. 
Proof: Let v'(K*) - G. Then v(k')C G and v(k')C S. 
G is commutative and (G: v(k')) = e is finite. 
Let eG • (eg| g e G} . Then eG C v(k') C S. 
Define a mapping f:G -*• S such that f(a) » e ̂ ev'Ca)). f is a 
valuation. For a e k, f(a) - v(a). The valuations v' and f 
are equivalent since f is an isomorphism. Hence v* is a rank 1 
valuation. 
In the case where the field k is complete, let v be a rank 1 
valuation of a field K, where K is a finite extension of k. k 
is complete with respect to v, and v is non-trivial on k. Under 
these conditions K is also complete. 
THEOREM 2.15 A valuation v of rank 1 of a complete field k 
permits at most one extension onto a finite extension K of k. 
Proof: See Appendix, 3. 
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Let the valuation v in the preceding theorem be non-archiraedean. 
In this case there is always one and only one extension of the 
valuation. 
In the case v is archimedean, the existence of an extension 
to an overfield has not beeu considered. In order to examine this, 
the following definition and results are necessary. 
/ 
DEFINITION 2.14 A field k containing R, the real numbers, is called 
normed if there exists a mapping a j |aj | of k into R+ U (9) 
such that 
i) ||a|| • 0 if and only if a = 0, 
ii) ! |ab{ j < _ | ja| j • | |b |  for all apt k, 
iii) | \a + b[ j<_ ( |a| j + | lb|  for all a,b c k, 
iv) Mab|! " | a j -1|b |  for a e R, b c k. 
COROLLARY a c R implies ||a|| - M3'1!! " lal 'I!1!! 5 thls 
implies the norm of elements of R, differ from theitr absolute value 
by some fixed real quantity. Hence the norm induces the same topology 
onto R as the absolute value. 
THEOREM 2,16 (Gelfand-Tornhein) A normed field must either be equal to 
the field R of real numbers or be equal to the field C of complex 
numbers. (See Appendix 1 for proof). 
Now let k be a field with archimedean valuation. Then k has 
characteristic zero. Thus k contains the field Q of rational numbers. 
It has been shown that up to equivalence the absolute value 
is the only archimedean valuation of Q. 
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Let k' be the completion of k. The equivalence classes of k 
representably by Cauchy sequences of elements of Q form a subfield 
of k' isomorphic to R, the reals. The valuation of k" restricted to 
R, or Q' , is the usual absolute value. Thus from the Gelfand-Tomhein 
theorem, k' must be either R or the field of complex numbers. The 
uniqueness theorem guarantees that the valuationsis the usual absolute 
value. These results can be summarized into the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.17 A field with archimedean valuation is always isomorphic 
to a subfield of the field C of complex numbers, the valuation being 
the usual absolute valuation. 
Let the field k have a non-archimedean valuation with group 
of values G. 
DEFINITION 2.15 The valuation v of k is called discrete if and only 
if the group of values G is cyclic. 
Since G is cyclic, one can assume that G is the group Z of 
integers. 
Also from the definition, there exists r e k such that v(r) » 1. 
For this r e k, v(r) generates the group G. For each a e k, v(a) - n 
for some n. Hence v(a/rn) « 0 which implies that a/r11 is a unit of 
the valuation ring. Thus for any element a in the valuation ring, 
there exists a unit c such that a •» rn»c (n «• 0,1,2,...). 
THEOREM 2.18 If K is a finite extension of k, then an extension of 
a discrete valuation of k onto K is a discrete valuation, of K. 
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Proof: Suppose K is a finite extension of k. Then (G*:G) is finite 
where G' and G are the groups of values of K and k respectively. 
Hence G CG' and for some integer n, nG'CGCZ. The group nG is 
an additive subgroup of Z which does not consist only of zero. Since 
any such subgroup is a principal ideal in Z, nG' is cyclic. Hence 
G' is cyclic. 
/ 
G' may not be equal to Z. G' is at least an additive subgroup 
of Z. The value of an element a e k is therefore not uniquely 
determined. It depends on the fi4ld which is being considered. If 
v(a) is the value of a in G, and v'(a) is the value of a in G', then 
v'(a) - n v(a) for any a e K. Since G* is cyclic, there exists s e K 
such that v'(s) - 1. Thus v'(r) - n; and r = cs" where c is a unit 
of K, where n • e •* (G':G). 
Example. Consider the rational numbers Q with a p-adic valuation 
2 
where p - 2. Then in Q(i) where i + 1 - 0, 
2 - <-i)(l + i)2. 
Thus (-i) is a unit. (1 + i) is integral and pr*me. Since 
I  ̂» there exists only one extension of the 
i 
valuation and that e - 2 and f - 1. Therefore if Q(i) - K, 
v'(a) - 2v(a). 
It has been shown that if the ramifiaation index e and the 
residue class degree f are finite, then ef ̂  n » [K:k], Now 
however, if k is complete by a discrete valuation, then ef « n. 
THEOREM 2.19 Let k be a field complete by a discrete valuation. Let 
K be a finite extension of k„ with ramification index e and residue 
class degree f. Then ef *• n » [K:k]. 
Proof: It suffices to show that ef _> n. For every integer i, choose 
an element r̂  c K such that 
v(r±) - v'(r±) = 1, 
where v' is the valuation on K. Choose elements ŵ , w0». . . ,ŵ  from 
the valuation ring R' of K so that their Images by the corresponding 
place are independent and form a basis of the residue class field of K 
over the residue class field of k. Any element of the residue class 
field of K is an image of a linear combination 
A •» a-|Ŵ  + . , , + â ŵ  
where R, the valuation ring of k; and conversely. 
Let a be an element of K with v(a) _> i. a/t̂  is integral 
since v(a/r̂ ) _> 0. Thus there exists a linear combination A whose 
image in the residue class field of K is the same as that of a/r̂ » 
and (a/r.)- A has image 0. Hence v( — - A) > 1 which implies 
ri 
v( g - Ar̂ ) > i+1. 
Now let a be an integer in K and v(a) >.0, By repeating the 
above process for each i, there exists a linear combination 
AQ with v(a - AQTQ) _» 1 
Â  with v(a - AQr0 - Â r̂ ) _> 2 
A_£ (i » l,2,...,n) with v(a - £ Afrî  >. n + 1, 
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l̂ifencs can b e  represented by a  series J  ^ l r i  ' ŵ ere 9 are 
combinations of the ŵ 's with coefficients in the valuation ring R. 
Hence 
o - I (»ilw1 + . . . + alfwf)ri with integral â  in k. 
Choose r ±. Let r ±  - r̂ s*, where 4-j+et, 0 < j < e - 1, 
t e Z. Then 
°  •  I  I  ( a i l w l  +  *  *  *  +  a i f W P  
a  "•  I  (  (  I  a n 8 t ) w i  + . . •  +  (  I  a i f s t ) w f )  r J  *  
Since k is complete the series Iairas converges to elements b̂  of k, 
which lie in the valuation ring R. Thus 
a - I + fcj2w2 + • * * + r * 
Therefore every integral element as R is a linear combination of 
the ef elements ŵ r with integral coefficients in k. 
In k, choose an element a f 0 with v(a) > 0. For any a eK with 
v(a) < 0, there exists an integer r such that v( ar) >. 0. 
Thus aar, and thus a is a linear combination of w  ̂with coefficients 
in k (which are no longer integral). 
Consequently n *» [K:k] j> ef. Hence n * ef. 
CHAPTER III 
VALUATION THEORETIC APPROACH TO IDEAL THEORY 
Let k be the quotient field of a ring R with identity. Let R 
be contained in the valuation ring of a discrete valuation of k. A 
valuation v is defined on the set of ideals of R by 
v(A) « min {v(a)} for every ideal A. 
aeA 
Such a minimum always exists since there exists b e k, b i 0, such that 
bA is contained in R. Thus v(ba) > 0 and v(a) j> -v(b) for all a e A. 
Since v is discrete, the values are integers. Hence a minimum exists. 
THEOREM 3.1 For any ideal A and B in R 
i) v(A + B) » min (v(A), v(B)} ; 
ii) v(AB) - v(A) + v(B) ; 
iii) for any principal ideal (a), 
v((a)) « v(a). 
Proof: i) v(A + B) « min {v(a + b), v(a), v(b)> 
aeA 
beB 
» min {v(a) , v(b) } 
- min (v(A), v(B)} 
ii) v(AB) » min {v(ab)> « min {v(a)+ v(b)} 
aeA 
beB 
« min (v(a)} + min{v(b)} 
• v(A) + v(B). 
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iii) For every x e R, v(x) 0 and if x • 1, v(x) = 0. 
Thus v((a)) « min {v(ax)> - min{v(a) + v(x)} - v(a). 
In order to fully characterize ideals by their value with 
respect to valuations, two axioms are required. 
AXIOM 1 The field k has a set M of inequivalent discrete valuations 
/ 
such that for every a e k v(a) 0 for all but a finite number of v e M. 
There are two immediate consequences of this axiom. 
-1 
First v(a) • 0 for almost all v e M. Since a e k, then a e k and 
v(a_1) >_ 0 for all but a finite number of v e M. Hence v(a) = 0 
for all but a finite number of v e M. 
Let R be contained in all the valuation rings corresponding 
to the v e M and let A be an ideal contained in R. Then v(A) » 0 
for almost all v e M because of the following: 
There exists an element b 4 0 in k such that bA is contained 
in R, and hence v(A) > ~v(b) for all v e M. Applying the axiom to b 
yields v(A) > 0 for almost all v * M. But the value of A is less 
that the value of any nonzero element. Hence applying the axiom to 
some element of A yields v(A)<0 for almost all v e M. Thus v(A) « 0 
for almost all v e M. 
DEFINITION 3.1 A divisor D of k is the product of the valuations v e M; 
e 
i.e., D •» JI v V where e is an integer and equals zero for 
veM V 
almost all v c M. 
The divisor is the product of all valuations v e M. The 
e 
divisor will be denoted by II v V, and the index will not be written. 
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DEFINITION 3.2 The order of a divisor D - IT v V at a valuation v e M 
is v(D) » ev< 
DEFINITION 3.3 A divisor D is called integral if and only if 
v(D) _> 0 for all v e M, 




DD' « II v V where + f̂ ; 
and their sum is given by 
m 
D + D1 » IT v V where m̂  » min{ev> fv> . 
D is said to divide D' (denoted D|D') if and only if 
e < f for all v s M. 
v — v 
Under multiplication, the set of divisors forms a group. The 
group axioms follow since the integers form a group under addition. 
The set of ideals A of R can be mapped into the group of 
e 
divisors by the mapping A •+• IIv where e * v(A), Non-zero elements 
a of k can be mapped Into the group of divisors by a IIv where 
e - v(a). 
v e 
Since v(A) « 0 for almost all v t M, HvV where ev * v(A) 
is a divisor. The principal ideal (a) is mapped onto the divisor 
e 
IIv V where - v((a)) but v((a)) » v(a). Thus the element a and 
the principal ideal (a) are napped onto the same divisor. 
For any two ideals A and B, A •+ !Ivev where ê  • v(A) and 
f 
B IIv V where f - v(B). 
h 
(A + B) • v V where h • v(A + B). 
But v(A + B) - min {v(A>, V(B)} - min {ev» fv> . Thus 
(A + B) •* Nvmin{ev5fv̂  « nvev + iivfv. 
h 
Also (AB)** Hv V where h - v(AB). But h - v(A ) + v(B) 
V  v  
Thus 
(AB) nvpv + fv . ( N v EV)(N vfv). 
Hence sums and products of Ideals are mapped onto sums and products 
of divisors, respectively. 
The mapping of ideals into divisors is a homomorphism of the 
multiplicative semigroup of ideals into the multiplicative group of 
divisors and the additive semigroup of ideals into the additive 
semigroup of divisors. In order that the homomorphism be an 
isomorphism, another axiom is needed. 
AXIOM 2 Given a finite number of valuations v ,̂.,., v̂  e M, a real 
number e > 0, and any r elements â , ...,ar e k. There exists a 
c e k such that v̂ c - a±) ̂  « and v(c) > 0 for all other v « M. 
These axioms suffice to found ideal theory in valuation theory. 
To show that ideal theory does obey the axioms, diophantine equations 
will be used. 
Let R be the intersection of the valuation rings for the 
places corresponding tht the v £ M. Consider the problem of the 
solvability of diophantine equations locally at a place <f> in 
and globally In R. 
DEFINITION 3.4 Given a system of linear forms 
"l " aU*l + a12X2 + • • • + Vn + bl 
y " a -x, 4- a „x_ + . * . + a x 4- b 
Jm ml 1 m2 2 an n m 
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where a., e k and b.e k for i - 1,2,...,m and j » 1,2,...,n. A 
ij * 
local solution is x̂  (j - l,2,...,n) In some so that y± e R̂  
for all 1. The global solution consists of elements in R such 
that y  ̂a R for all 1. 
THEOREM 3.2 (Fundamental Theorem) The global solution exists if and 
only if, the local problem is solvable at every place corresponding 
to the v e M. 
Proof: Suppose the global problem is solvable. Then by the definition 
of R, the global solution is a local solution at every place. 
Suppose the local problem is solvable for every place v e M. 
Two cases may occur. 
I If v is a valuation such that v(â j) _> 0 and v(b̂ ) j> 1 for all i 
and j, then all n-tuples (x̂  x2, .., xn) for which v(x̂ ) >,0 for 
all j are local solutions at v. 
II. If Xj, x2, .., xr is a local solution for the place v, then 
every x̂  sufficiently close to x  ̂is also a local solution for that 
place. 
Suppose there is a local solution x̂ , x2, .., x̂  for every v. 
By Axiom 1, for almost all v, v(aij) +_ 0, vCb̂ ) £ 0. Case I holds 
for almost all v. By axiom 2, there exists an x̂  E k such that 
Vj(x̂  - x̂ ) _» is for i m l,2,...,r and 
v(xp *. 0 other v « M, where e is chosen so as to 
make Case II applicable. Similarly there exist elements x̂ ,...,x̂  e k. 
These elements x|,x2,...,x̂  are a local solution for all v. 
Hence they are a global solution. 
hi 
DEFINITION 3.5 A first degree diophantine equation is a system 
alxl + a12x2 + ' • • + alnxn " bl 
ax. +  a „x_ +  .  .  .  + a x  - b m X vaJ. / tan m ra 
with a.. , b. E  k for i » 1, 2,...,m and j » 1,2,...,n and where 
e R for all j Is a global solution and x̂  in some is a local 
solution. 
Applying the Fundamental Theorem to this system yields the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.3 The global solvability of a first degree diophantine 
equation is equivalent to local solvalitity at every v e M, 
THEOREM 3.4 Let a first degree diophantine equation consist of 
only one equation a,x, 4- a„x„ + . . . + a x - b. Then a necessary 
"  1 1 / 2  n n  
and sufficient condition for the solution of the diophantine equation 
is v(b) _> min{ vCa )̂} . 
Proof: Let a.x, + a0x0 + . . + a x • b be a first degree 11 / / n n 
diophantine dequation. Suppose the equation has a local solution 
at the place v. One may assume that at least one coefficient, say an, 
is not zero. Then 
x - - a.x, - a_x„ - . . -ax- b n __1 1 2 n-l n-1 __ 
a a a a n n n n 
Consider the linear form y « ai*i + a2x2 + * * * + ̂  ŵ ere 
x̂ , x2,. . . , y are integral at the place v. 
Then b « y - a.x., - . , . - ax. Hence 11 n n 
v(b) min {0, v(â ),...v(an_ )̂ } . 
Suppose v(b) j> rain { 0, v(â )t v(a2>, v̂ an_i)  ̂
Case I. Let the minimum be zero. Then v(aj) _> 0 for all 1 and 
v(b) _> 0. Then every set x̂ , x2». . ,, x̂  with vfrj) > 0 is a 
ideal solution. 
Case II. Let vfâ ) be the minimum. Then v(b) >_ v̂ ) and 
v(b/a1) 21 0. Let ̂  «= -b/â  and let a11 other xi's be zero. Then 
y • 0 and x̂ , x2,..., xn_j a l°cab solution. 
Consider the diophantine equation + a,x2 +... + b, 
with e k, h e k, Then using the inequality 
v(fc/â ) 2l {0» v̂ ai/'an̂ » * * *» v̂ an-l̂ an̂  ' 
the theorem follows. 
This condition coincides with the usual condition for 
solvability of diophantine equations in the ring of rational integers. 
Let 6 •» n vv̂  and * n vV̂ ai' be the divisors onto which 
the elements b and are mapped. The condition becomes 
0 divisible by Oj+ a2+ . . , 4- . 
The definition of sums of divisors can be interpreted as the greatestt 
common divisor of a2>. . . , â . Identifying the divisors with 
the corresponding principal ideals or the elements themselves* one 
obtains the usual condition for the solvability of diophantine 
equations. 
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To show that ideals do satisfy the axioms, it must been shown 
first that the field k is the quotient field of R. 
Let a e k and a 4 0. There exists x e k such that for some e >0, 
v(x - -) > e if v(a) < 0 
a 
v(x) 0 otherwise. 
Since v(a) * 0 implies v(l/a) > 0, for some e> 0 v(a) < 0 implies 
v(x) y 0 and x ̂  0. Thus x e R and 
v(ax - 1) > e + v(a) if v(a) < 0 
v(ax) >0 if v(a) > 0. 
Hence for some e> 0, ax e R. Thus a - ax/x where x, ax e R. Therefore 
every element of k can be expressed as the quotient of elements of R. 
THEOREM 3.5 The mapping of the ideals of R into the group of divisors 
is one-to-one. That is, an ideal A of R can be characterized by its 
order v(A) for all v e M. 
Proof: Let A be an ideal of R and let the Value of A be V(A) • ê . 
Suppose a is any non-zero element in A. Then v(a) > ê  for all v e M. 
Let v , v v be a subset of M such that for all other v e M, 
12 r 
v(a) - e . Such a finite set exists because both v(A) and v(a) are v ' v 
zero for almost all v e M. For each i «® l,2,...,r, choose â  P R 
such that " e{ where e^̂  = e  ̂. Consider the diophantine 
equation 
ax + a.x.. + . . . + a x - b 
XX t i 
where b t k. By the choice of a and â , and by the condition of 
solvability of such equations, the equation is solvable if and only if 
v(b) 2. ev v« 
Every b satisfying this inequality can be expressed 
b * ax + a,x, 4- , . . + a x 
11 r r 
where x, x̂  e R» Since a and â  are in A for all i, b £ A, 
Thus A consists of all b e k such that v(b) > e for all v e M, — v 
/ 
and is therefore uniquely determined by the values ê . Hence the 
ev 
mapping A ITv where ey • v(A) is one-to-one. A is uniquely 
determined by its divisor. 
THEOREM 3.6 The mapping of the ideals into the group of divisors 
is onto. That is, to any set of values for the orders of the 
valuations, there corresponds an ideal. 
Proof: Suppose that for every v, a value ev exists such that ev = 0 
for almost all v e M. First it will be shown that to any given 
rational integers ê , ê ,. . ., er , there corresponds an element a e 
such that 
v̂ (a) - (i « 1,2,...,r) 
v(a) _> 0 for all other v e M, 
For each i, choose e k such that " e£' Choose a e K 
such that 
i) v̂ (a - ai> ̂   ̂
ii) v(a) _> 0 for all other v e M. 
Since v,(a) - v.(a. + (a - a,)) • v(a,), a is the required element 
i i i i i i 
of k. 
Choose v., vv so that e « 0 for all other v c M. 12 r v 
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By axiom 2, there exists a e k, a i 0, such that v̂ a) >. e± for 
i « l,2,...,r and v(a) _> 0 otherwise. Thus v(a) > for all v. 
Choose u,, u,, ..., u E  M such that v(a) » 0 for all v except 
1 z s 
u. , v, for all i and j. TheA there exists b e k such that v(b) - ê  
J  *  
where v « vi , û  for all i, j; and v(b) _> 0, otherwise. 
For the sum of divisors a and $ , v(a + 3) - tnin{ v(a), v(3)} 
for all v. But a +3 is the image of the ideal A = (a) + (b), which 
therefore has the given values. Thus the mapping is onto. 
This last proof also illustrates that any ideal can be generated 
by two elements where one may be freely chosen. 
One can now consider divisors instead of ideals. Since the 
divisors form a multiplicative group, the ideals form a group. 
Integral ideals A, those contained in R, are the ideals for 
which v(A) >.0 for all v. Thus integral ideals correspond to integral 
divisors. 
Prime ideals remain to be characterized. For two ideals A 
and B, B divides A (B|A) if and only if B contains A. Then the 
values v(A) are contained in the valuation ring corresponding to 
the valuation of B. Thus v(B) <_ v(A) for all v e M. Consequently 
the divisor of B divides the divisor of A. 
Let A,B,C be ideals with B 4 R, C # R, and A - BC. Thus B|A 
and C|A. Then A C B and A CC. Hence there exists b e B and c e C 
such that b,c j A but be e BC - A. Hence A is not prime. 
The only possible prime ideals other than (0) and R are those 
whose divisors have only one factor v. These are prime ideals. 
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Let g be a prime ideal and 8' be its divisor. 8 is the set of all 
a e k with v(a) >. 1 and u(a) > 0 for u ̂  v. If a,b e 8 , a,b e R, 
then v(ab) > 1 and u(ab) >0 for u 4 v. Either v(a)>JL and u(a) > 0, 
or v(b) * 1 and u(b) _> 0. Ilence either a e 8 or b £ 8 . 
Except for the zero ideal and R, the ideals corresponding to 
the valuations v are the only prime ideals of R. The isomorphism 
of ideals and divisors shows that every ideal is uniquely decomposable 
into the product of prime ideals. 
The most important result of the axioms was that the ideals of 
R form a group. This property is sufficient to imply the validity 
of the axioms. 
Let R be a ring with identity, with quotient field k, and whose 
ideals form a group. 
THEOREM 3.7 In any integral domain D with quotient field k, any ideal 
A of D for which there exists an ideal B such that AB * R is 
finitely generated. 
Proof: Since 1 e R, there must exist a representation 1 - £ â  
where â  £ A and e B. The elements â » a0,..., a _̂ generate A. 
If not, then there exists an ideal A' such that 
A' • (â ) + (â) + . . + (â )CT A, 
Then A'BCAB - R. But 1 e A'B. Hence A'B = R - AB. Consequently 
A' = A and A is finitely generated. 
Since the ideals form a group, every ideal of R is finitely 
generated. But this is equivalent to the maximal property for 
ideals: Every set of ideals contains maximal ideals. 
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For every maximal proper ideal, define a valuation of k as 
follows: 
Let a J 0 be an element of k. Let (a) =» n peP where p is 
a prime ideal. Define v(a) » e and v(0) » " . Then the first 
P 
property of the definition of valuations is satisfied. The second, 
property follows from the fact that (ab) *» (a)(b) implies 
v(ab) - e + f where (a) « %>eP, (b) » n p~P for a,b j 0. 
P P 
The third property, that v(a + b) min( v(a), v(b) ) , follows 
p £ 
from v(a + b) » v( n p p +ITp p) « e if e < f . This valuation is 
P P P 
discrete since the values are the integers (and 00 ). 
Different prime ideals, p and p', yield different valuations. 
The prime ideals are maximal. Eence for prime ideals A and B, 
A + B m R. Thus there exist a c A and b e B such that a + b = 1. 
Since l̂ A and b t A, v.(b) K 0 and v_(b)> 0. Thus these valuations 
A  1 5  
differ, 
THEOREM 3.8 The set of valuations with the above properties satisfies 
Axiom 1 and Axiom 2. 
Proof: I. The first axiom is easily satisfied since the factor­
ization of any ideal contains only a finite number of prime ideals p 
with nonzero exponents. Thus vp(a) " 0 for almost all p. 
II. An element a e k belongs to R if and only if (a) C.R, 
i.e. v (a) * 0 for all p. Let R be the valuation ring of the 
pv - v p 
valuation corresponding to p, then R • 0Rp* 
If p-£, P2»« • • »P8 are any finite number of distinct prime 
ideals, then for any n » 1, pj + P̂ Py*̂ " R* The left member 
of the equation is the greatest common divisor of two prime ideals 
and must be R. Thus there exists a e R, x e R such that a+ x • 1, 
p |(a) and p |(x) for i - 2,3,...,s. For some n 
£1 vp (x - 1) is large 
ii) v (x) is large 
pi 
/ 
iii) v (x) 0 for all other p. 
Thus for a e k and r distinct prime ideals p̂ , p2» •••» Pr» 
there exists x e k such that v (x - 1) jj. e' 
P1 
v (x) 2. c* 
pi 
V (x) > C' P + p, but v (a)< 0 
p — v 
v (x) > 0 otherwise. 
P _ 
Let y » ax. Then 
v (y - a) ̂  e' + v (a) 
P1 P1 
v (y) 2l e' + vp (a) i ° 2,3,...,r 
(y) JL e' + vp(a) p * pi> vp̂  
v (y) > v (a) y 0 otherwise, 
p P ~ 
Given e > 0; r distinct prime ideals of R, p̂ , p2,...,Pr; 
and r elements of k, â , a2». * *' ar* T̂ ere exist ŷ , y2». • •>y 
in k such that 
VPI<YI - AI» - E 
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v (y.) >. E  i ̂  j 
Pj 
v (y,) > 6 otherwise 
p -
for every i • l,2,..,r. Let z » ŷ  + y2 + . . . + yr . Then 
v (z - a,) > e (i • 1,2,... ,r) 
P± 1 ~ 
/ 
v (z) > 0 otherwise, 
P ~ 
The element z satisfies the condition of Axiom 2. Therefore the 
set M of all valuations v satisfies Axiom 2. 
P 
Axioms 1 and 2 are equivalent to the statement that the 
ideals of a ring form a group, 
THEOREM 3,9 If the axioms are satisfied in a field k, and K is a 
finite field extension of k, then the axioms are satisfied in K. 
Proof: Let R be the valuation ring corresponding to the valuations 
p e M of k, and let R be the intersection of these valuation rings. 
The ideals of R form a group. 
Let the set M' of valuations of K be the set of all possible 
extensions P of valuations p e M of k. The valuations of M' are 
discrete. If P is an extension of p, the notation P|p will be used 
to indicate that P divides p. 
(1) p has only a finite number of divisors. 
Let O E  K  such that «" +  +  .  .  .  +  A N  -  0  where A 1  e K ,  
Since the axioms hold in k, vp(ai) — 0 for at most a finite number of 
p e M. Since (1), Min±{ vp(a.|)} > 0 for alm°at all P e M*. Thus 
Vp(a) > 0 for almost all f £ M'. Therefore axiom 1 holds. 
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Let P , P9, . . ., P be distinct valuations of M'. Let 12 r 
w2,. . ., wn be a basis of K over k. Let a^ĉ ,. . .,ar be 
elements of K, and let e > 0 be a real number. 
Choose valuations P̂ ,. . Pg of M' such that v ŵ  ̂>. 0 
for all i and for P # P̂ ,. . Pr> Py+p* • •» Pg* Let P̂ »*,#* Pm 
be valuations of k such that each P. is an extension of one of the 
^ / 
p . Let P-t. • ., P. be all possible extensions of the valuations p . 
J  1  X  J  
The valuations P̂ . . ., Pg are in this set. Let ct  ̂- ... - - 0 
and assume e > 1. 
By the approximation theorem for rank 1 valuations, there exists 
K such that vp (g -a±) > e (i - l,2,...,r) . 
Let g - x,w, + . . . + x w with x. e k. Let 
11 n n 1 
b « y„w, + . . , 4- y w where y. is chosen in k by axiom 2. 
' 1 1  n n l  
Then 
v (y. - x,) > e' for i « l,2,...,m; for some e' 
P j i ~ 
vp (ŷ) i 0 otherwise. 
Then for some ' 
vp (b - g) 2 e' + min{ vp —c (i " 1.2,...,r) . 
Hence, for i » 1, 2,...,r 
vp (b - â ) a v ((b - g) + (g - â )) >. e 
and vp (b) j> 0 otherwise. 
The element b satisfies the axiom. 
Therefore axiom 2 holds in M'. 
This development of ideal theory holds in the field of rational 
numbers using the ring of integers. It therefore holds in every 
algebraic number field, with the ring of algebraic integers. The 
set M of valuations consists of all possible valuations except the 
archimedean valuation. 
APPENDIX 
The following is a list of theorems and results that appear 
without proof. Given is the location of the proof, if the reader 
desires such proof. Since all books are listed in the bibliography 
only the name of the author and volume and page are given. 
1. Artin, page 45. 
2. Jacobson, Vol. Ill, page 217 
3. Artin, page 65. 
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